
NUTS AND BOLTS
Whilst LUL praises itself for its

‘achievement’ in getting the Central line
running (well, crawling), several
embarrassing facts have come to light.

LUL was already aware of the problem
with the motors, after two similar incidents
in 2001 and 2002. Dear, departed Paul
Godier has admitted that the Chancery
Lane crash would have been much worse
had the train not been decelerating. And
they have had to ‘cannibalise’ parts from
some trains in order to repair others.

What a way to run a railway.

YOU’RE NICKED!
Balham Station Supervisor Trevor

Ghani has been sacked after being
stitched up by the police. When he
called them to help a passenger who had
been robbed, Trevor got abuse from the
officer, who then arrested him!

We all know the police can be out of
order, and they usually get their way in
court whatever the rights and wrongs of
the issue. So we will have to fight for
justice for Trevor – vote Yes to strike.

SMACK IN THE FACE
The police are proving useless on the

east of the District line, where drivers and
station staff are assaulted with alarming
regularity. RMT and ASLEF want more
staff. Management wanted security guards
instead – station ‘staffing’ on the cheap,
who would probably make matters worse.

The unions also want stations to close
the day after any attack, to prompt a
community response to this unacceptable
behaviour. But LUL has said ‘No’ to this
imaginative and potentially effective
measure. Could it be that revenue loss is
too high a price to pay for staff safety?

TAKE YOUR PICK (OR NOT)
Bakerloo managers think they can’t

manage to provide a canteen at both
ends of the line, and that if they open
one at Queen’s Park, they will close the
facility at Elephant. Not only is this
inadequate for drivers, it is impossible
for P-way and station staff at Elephant.

Perhaps managers should be made to
choose between a canteen at Broadway
or one at Telstar House? Would they
accept that? No, and neither will we.

WORK-LIFE IMBALANCE
April sees new legal rights for workers

with young children. Any extra rights are
welcome, but don’t expect too much! You
now have the right to ask for flexible or
reduced-hours working, but your employer
also has the right to refuse. You have to
explain how your boss could manage with

your request, but your boss does not have
to explain how you should cope with anti-
social rosters, sleepless nights and nappies!

Anyone would think the Government
does more for employers than for workers.
With such paltry legal rights, we will have
to win the working conditions we need
through strong unions in the workplace.

DOES SAFETY MATTER?
Tubeworker is puzzled by the new

instruction that Station Supervisors
must not handwind lifts without a
DSM’s permission. We understand
about the brake problem at Russell
Square. What we don’t get is: since
when did a DSM’s permission make
anything safe?

ALARM BELLS RINGING
Last month, firefighters voted to chuck

out a rubbish deal that their union leaders
tried to get them to accept. Just like RMT
members prevented Bob Crow selling us
short over PPP two years ago. (ASLEF had
already thrown in the towel, and TSSA
never picked up the towel to start with!)

But what happened next? We waited for
more strike dates, but they never happened.
The union accepted a deal that was only
slightly better than the one we rejected,
and now we have been privatised.

Firefighters are now trying to take
control of their dispute through a strike
committee. They might yet rescue their
action and avoid the mistakes we made.

BIG BROTHER
SAs – there is a record card with your

name on it. LUL has a new system,
keeping notes on your performance on a
little card. This record of managers’
subjective opinions about how you do
your job will be used when assessing
your PD and promotion applications.

Managers are trying to get Station
Supervisors to implement this.
Supervisors should refuse – your job is
to work with SAs, not to spy on them.
Let managers do their own dirty work.

ONE OUT, ALL OUT
Staff in the Baker Street offices wonder

why they never seem to be evacuated when
the station is closed. The offices are
directly above the station, so if there is a
risk it would probably affect them too.

On one occasion a while back, not only
the station but several surrounding streets
were evacuated, yet workers in the building
were not even aware of what was going on
until afterwards. We wonder whether the
reluctance to evacuate has any relation to
the presence of two line control rooms
within the building - and the disruption it
would cause if they had to be evacuated.

SICK IDEAS
LUL’s Trains Reliability Team has

an ‘Attendance sub-group’, which
has been busying itself coming up
with crackpot ideas to keep more
drivers at work more of the time.

Tubeworker’s particular favourite
is the proposal that recruitment
campaigns should better target
people who want a boring job.
Readers are invited to send in your
draft adverts. More serious, though,
are these three:
τ  τ  τ  τ  τ  Staff one line with DROPs only,
to avoid new drivers coming into
contact with ‘bad apples’ –
otherwise known as longer-serving
drivers who know how to stand up
for themselves and who might share
this knowledge with new recruits.
τ  τ  τ  τ  τ  Reduce the 39 weeks sick pay
entitlement. Presumably, this will
improve attendance by coercing
drivers back to work before we’re
fully recovered.
τ  τ  τ  τ  τ  Provide private health
insurance, so drivers waiting for
operations can get them done
quicker. So yet more public money
gets channelled into private
healthcare, instead of funding the
NHS to reduce waiting lists.

Perhaps these ideas are so silly
they will never see the light of day.
But don’t bank on it. In the world of
PPP, we can expect attack after
attack, all designed to boost profits
at the expense of our rights and
dignity. And you can be confident
that once they’ve tried it on one
grade, they will quickly move on to
the others.

Stand by for a battle.

T ubewo rke r i s
p roduced by
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We want one democrat ic,
fighting union for al l
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